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Abstract
In this paper we give a formula to calculate the Euler obstruction of a complex analytic singularity in the
spirit of the Lefschetz Theorem on hyperplane sections. Namely, we show that the Euler obstruction of
a singularity is obtained from the Euler obstructions of the singularities of a general hyperplane section
passing near the singularity. ( 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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The Euler obstruction was introduced by MacPherson in [17] for the construction of character-
istic classes of singular complex algebraic varieties, and was de"ned by obstruction theory in [2]
to prove that the Schwartz classes of a singular variety coincide with the MacPherson classes.
For general singularities the Euler obstruction is computed in [12] in terms of polar invariants. In
this paper we give a formula of a topological nature, while the formula in [12] is of an algebraic
nature. The relation between the two formulae involves vanishing characteristics (in the sense
of [13, Section 3]. In fact, one can hope to give a combinatorial proof of our formula as we indicate
in Section 4, or, as indicated to us by D. Massey, by using the formula of Brylinski}Dubson}
Kashiwara (see [3]). In this article, we give a direct geometric proof of our result,
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using indices of radial vector "elds on singular spaces as de"ned by M. H. Schwartz [21, TheH ore‘ me
3.3.1].
Our formula implies the result of [6, 9, 20], which states that the Euler obstruction of a hypersur-
face of dimension d with an isolated singularity equals 1#(!1)d~1k(d~1), where k(d~1) is the
Milnor number [8, 19] of a generic hyperplane section through the singularity.
An interesting link with the GSV index of a vector "eld on an isolated complete intersection
singularity is obtained. Given such a vector "eld v, its GSV-index is the PoincareH }Hopf index of an
extension of v to a smoothing (or Milnor "bre) of the singularity [7, 22, 24]; it can also be regarded
as a localization of the top Chern class of the virtual tangent bundle of the singular variety [1, 15].
The relation between this index and the local Euler obstruction is made clear by our proof, which
consists in calculating obstructions by explicit geometric constructions. In fact, the relation
between the Euler obstruction of a general singularity and indices of strati"ed vector "elds is not
yet known. The method used in our proof is to try to extend a radial vector "eld of a general
hyperplane section through the singularity to the ambient singular space. In the case of an isolated
singularity, this is possible, but we did not succeed in doing it in general and we do not know if this
is possible. However, we show that a strati"ed vector "eld on a general hyperplane section near the
singularity, but not passing through it, extends as a section of the Nash bundle of the singularity.
This fact leads to our results.
1. The Euler Obstruction
Let (X, 0) be an equidimensional complex analytic singularity germ of dimension d in an open set
;LCN. Let G (d, N) denote the Grassmanian of complex d-planes in CN. On the regular part
X
3%’
of X, there is a map p : X
3%’
P;]G(d, N), de"ned by p (x)"(x, „
x
(X
3%’
)). The Nash trans-
formation XI of X is the closure of Im(p) in ;]G(d, N). It is a (usually singular) complex analytic
space, endowed with an analytic projection map l: XI PX which is a biholomorphism away from
l~1(X
4*/’
), where X
4*/’
:"X!X
3%’
. Let us denote by ;(d, N) the tautological bundle over G (d, N),
and denote by U the corresponding trivial extension bundle over ;]G(d, N). We denote by n the
projection map of this bundle. Let „I be the restriction of U to XI , with projection map n. The
bundle „I on XI is called the Nash bundle of X. An element of „I is written (x, „, v) where x3;, „ is
a d-plane in CN and v is a vector in „.
Let us consider a complex analytic strati"cation (<
i
)
i|A
of X satisfying the Whitney conditions
[26]. Adding the stratum;CX we obtain a Whitney strati"cation of;. Let us denote by „;DX the
restriction to X of the tangent bundle of;. A strati,ed vector ,eld v on X is a continuous section of
„;DX such that, if x3<
i
WX, then v (x)3„
x
(<
i
). A radial vector ,eld in a neighbourhood of M0N in
X is a strati"ed vector "eld so that there is e
0
such that for every 0(e)e
0
, v(x) is pointing
outwards the ball Be over the boundary Se :"LB e. Recall that, by the Theorem of Bertini}Sard, for
e small enough, the spheres Se are transverse to the strata (<i)i|A.
One has the following lemma ([2], Proposition 9.1):
Lemma 1.1. ‚et v be a strati,ed non-zero vector ,eld on ZLX. „hen v can be lifted as a section vJ of
„I over l~1(Z).
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Proposition+De5nition (Brasselet and Schwartz [2], Proposition 10.1; see [17] for the original
de"nition).‚et v be a radial vector ,eld on XWSe and vJ the lifting of v on l~1(XWSe). „he local Euler
obstruction (or simply the Euler obstruction) Eu
0
(X) is de,ned to be the obstruction to extending vJ as
a nowhere zero section of „I over l~1(XWBe) .
We remark:
Lemma 1.2. „here exists e
0
’0 such that if vJ is a nowhere zero section of „I de,ned on l~1(XWSe)
and transversal to l~1(XWSe), for some e satisfying e0’e’0, then the Euler obstruction Eu0(X )
equals the obstruction to extend vJ as a nowhere zero section of „I over l~1(XWBe) .
This lemma is a consequence of the fact that any section vJ as in Lemma 1.2 is homotopic to
a section of „I over l~1(XWSe) obtained by lifting a radial vector "eld of X at 0.
Hence, to calculate the Euler obstruction of (X, 0), it is only necessary to construct a nowhere
zero section of „I , de"ned on l~1(XWSe) and transversal to l~1(XWSe). Of course one also needs
to understand how this section extends to l~1(XWBe). We shall construct an appropriate section
m of „I on l~1(XWBe), for which the calculation of the obstruction is relatively easy. This is the
purpose of the Theorem 1.4 that we will prove in the following.
There is a "nite number<
1
, 2 , <l of strata of the Whitney strati"cation of X which contain 0 in
their closure, thus we can assume that the representative of (X, 0) is chosen small enough so that
<
1
, 2 , <l are the only strata of X and they are all connected. The construction of the section m will
use a general linear form l on CN, i.e. an element of the space L of complex linear forms on CN.
Lemma 1.3. „here exists a non-empty Zariski open set X in L such that for every l3X, there exists
a representative X of (X, 0) so that :
(i) for each x3X, the hyperplane l~1(0) is transversal in CN to every limit of tangent spaces in „(X
3%’
)
of points in X
3%’
converging to x;
(ii) for each y in the closure<M
i
in X of each strata<
i
, i"1, 2 , l, the hyperplane l~1(0) is transversal
in CN to every limit of tangent spaces in „<
i
of points converging to y.
In particular, for each l3X one has
XI LCN](G(d, N)!H*),
where H* :" M„3G(d, N) such that l(„)"0N.
Proof. Let P[ N~1 be the dual space of PN~1, i.e. the space of all hyperplanes in CN that pass through
the origin 0. Let X be the punctured cone of L on
X
0
"P[ N~1!E,
where E is the subvariety of hyperplanes containing a limit of tangent spaces to X at 0 or a limit of
tangent spaces to the <M
i
at 0, i"1, 2 , l. Then X0 is clearly open, and so is X. By construction, if
l is in X, then the hyperplane l~1(0) is transverse to all the limits of tangent spaces of X at 0 and to
all the limits of tangent spaces at 0 to the <M
i
, i"1, 2 , l. Thus we may assume the representatives
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X of (X, 0) and <M
i
of (<M
i
, 0), i"1, 2 , l, are su$ciently small so that l~1(0) is transverse to all
tangent spaces „
x
(X
3%’
), for every x in X
3%’
, and to all tangent spaces „
y
<
i
, for every y3<
i
,
i"1, 2 , l. This means that given x3X3%’ and y3<i, i"1, 2, l, we have l („xX)O0 and
l („
y
<
i
)O0. In fact, by continuity, for a su$ciently small representative X of (X, 0), at every point
y3<
i
L<M
j
and for every limit E at y of tangent spaces to <
j
, we have l (E)O0. Thus, we have
XI LCN](G(d, N)!H*),
as claimed. K
We now choose a linear form l3X as in Lemma 1.3 above and we set X
t
"XWl~1(t) for t3C. In
the following section, we will prove the theorem:
Theorem 1.4. „here is e
0
such that for any e, e
0
’e’0, there is a continuous section m of „I de,ned on
l~1(XWBe), so that:
(i) the restriction of m to l~1(XWSe) is nowhere zero and it is transversal to l~1(XWSe);
(ii) the zeroes of m are all contained in l~1(X
tÒ
WBe), for some t0O0 su.ciently small;
(iii) the restriction of m to l~1(X
tÒ
WBe), is the lifting of a strati,ed vector ,eld on XtÒ
WBe;
(iv) m is radial in the direction transverse to l~1(X
tÒ
WBe), i.e. there is an open neighbourhood < of
l~1(X
t0
WBe), such that, for any xJ 3< with n (xJ )"x, then m(xJ )"(x, „, v) satis,es
ReSl(v), l (x)!t
0
T’0.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.4
The proof of Theorem 1.4 (construction of a suitable section of „I ) will use the following Lemmas
2.1 and 2.2, and the Theorem 2.3 which is of interest on its own.
Let us denote by Dg the disc of radius g’0 in C centred at 0 and set Ne,g :"XWBeW l~1(Dg). We
have:
Lemma 2.1. ‚et e
0
’0 be su.ciently small. „hen, given any e, e
0
’e’0, there exists ge so that for
every g, ge’g’0, and t03Dg with g/3’Dt0D’0, there exists a section rJ of „I on l~1(Ne,g)
satisfying:
(i) On a neighbourhood of l~1(Ne,gWSe) in l~1(Ne,g), rJ lifts a strati,ed vector ,eld r on a neighbour-
hood of Ne,gWSe in Ne,g, which is tangent to Xt for all t3Dg and transversal to l~1(XWSe),
pointing outwards (i.e., for every xJ 3l~1(Ne,gWSe), we have that rJ (xJ )"(x, „, v(xJ )) satis,es
ReSv(xJ ), &"OxT’0).
(ii) for every t in Dg!Ds t0@2, the restriction of rJ to l~1(XtWBe) is the lifting of a strati,ed vector ,eldof X
t
WBe.
Proof. We know from Lemma 1.3, that there is e
0
’0 so that for every x3X, e
0
’ExE’0, and
each stratum <
i
which contains x in its closure, the limits of tangent spaces to <M
i
at x intersect
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H
l(x)
:"l~1(l(x)) transversally. Choose e, e
0
’e’0, so that l is transverse to all the strata at each
point in XWBe!M0N. By [11], there is ge’0 such that for any g, ge’g’0, the function l induces
a strati"ed locally trivial "bration of Ne,g!l~1(0) over Dg!M0N.
The construction of rJ will be done by glueing di!erent sections, de"ned on a certain open
covering MV
1
,V
2
, (V
x
)
x|N
N of l~1(Ne,g), by a partition of unity.
Let us "x g and t
0
so that ge’g’g/3’Dt0D’0.
We "rst choose e
1
and g
1
so that e/2’e
1
’0 and Dt
0
D/2’g
1
’0. For each xJ "
(x, „)3l~1(Ne1,g1), let a be the orthogonal projection of
&"
Ox over „WH
l(x)
. Set V
1
:"l~1(Ns e1,g1),
and de"ne a section rJ
1
of „I on V
1
by setting rJ
1
(xJ )"(x, „, a (xJ )).
We observe that l induces a trivial strati"ed "bration of XWBeWl~1(Ds d(t0)) over an open disc
Ds d(t0) centred at t0 of radius d’0, Dt0D/2’d. Hence, if p0 is a strati"ed vector "eld on Xt0WBe ,
transverse to Se and pointing outwards, then p0 extends trivially to a strati"ed vector "eld on
XWBeW l~1(Ds d(t0)), which is tangent to all the "bers Xt and transverse to Se, pointing outwards.
This lifts to a continuous section rJ
2
of „I Wker l on the set V
2
:"l~1(XWBeWl~1(Ds d(t0))), where
ker l is the trivial bundle on XI de"ned by the kernel of l; rJ
2
is transverse to l~1(XWSe) and pointing
outwards.
Now, let x3Ne,g!M0N. In an open neighbourhood ;x of x in X, l is transverse to all the strata
(<
i
)
i|A
. Thus we may choose;
x
small enough so that there is a strati"ed vector "eld v
x
on;
x
which
extends trivially a strati"ed vector "eld on ;
x
WX
l(x)
. We may also choose v
x
to be tangent to the
"bres X
t
. Whenever ;
x
WSeO0, we may ask that for each y3;xWSe, the vector "eld vy be
transverse to Se pointing outwards. On each open subset l~1(;x) of X, the lifting of vx de"nes
a continuous section rJ
x
of „I on l~1(;
x
).
We let N be the set:
N :"Ne,g!(Ne˙@2,g1@2
X(XWBeWl~1(Dd@2(t0)))) ,
and for each x3N we set:
V
x
:"l~1(;
x
)Wl~1(N) .
Then MV
1
,V
2
, (V
x
)
x|N
N, provides an open covering of l~1(Ne,g), with corresponding sections rJ 1, rJ 2,
rJ
x
of „I . Glueing these sections by a partition of unity, we construct a continuous section rJ of „I on
l~1(Ne,g) with the properties stated in Lemma 2.1. K
Lemma 2.2. ‚et e, g and t
0
be as above, and let u be a vector ,eld on Dg. „hen, u lifts to a section uJ of„I over l~1(Ne,g), such that:
(i) in a neighbourhood of l~1(Ne,gWSe) in l~1(Ne,g), the section uJ lifts a strati,ed vector ,eld on
X tangent to the sphere Se ;
(ii) in a neighbourhood of l~1(X
t0
WBe) in l~1(Ne,g), the section uJ lifts a strati,ed vector ,eld on X.
(iii) If u is chosen to be transversal to LDg and with a unique singular point at t0, where it is radial, then
the zero set of uJ is l~1(X
t0
) and uJ is transversal outbound to l~1(XWl~1(LDg)).
Proof. The section uJ in this lemma is also constructed by using an open covering
MV
1
,V
2
, (W
x
)
x|N
N of l~1(Ne,g), whereV1,V2 andN are the same sets used for proving Lemma 2.1.
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Recall that in Lemma 1.3, we have seen that
XI LCN](G(d, N)!H*).
Let U* be the restriction of the tautological bundle ; (d, N) to G* :"G (d, N)!H*. Then,
„I LCN]U*L(CN]G*)]CN.
Similarly, we have the trivial bundle
(CN]G*)] ker l
on CN]G*. The intersection:
(CN]U*)W[CN]G*] ker l ] ,
is clearly a locally trivial vector bundle over CN]G*, whose "bre at (p, „)3CN]G* is „Wker l.
We observe that the restriction of this bundle to the Nash transform XI of X is a locally trivial
strati"ed vector bundle HI over XI (i.e. its restriction to each stratum is a locally trivial vector
bundle). This follows from the fact that XI is locally a strati"ed cone at each point, by [16 or 4, 19].
Note that we have
HI "„I W[;]G*]ker l ].
Now, consider the quotient bundle Q :"„I /HI ; this is a strati"ed line bundle over XI . We observe
that Q is isomorphic to the restriction to XI of the quotient bundle
Q
0
:"CN]U*/(CN]G*)]ker l .
Notice that a vector "eld u on Dg de"nes a section of Q0 over l~1(Dg), whose restriction to
XWl~1(Dg) is a section of Q over XW l~1(Dg) . Since Q is a quotient of „I , we can lift this to a section
of „I , so we obtain a lifting oJ
0
"oJ
0
(u) of u to a continuous section of „I on XWl~1(Dg). The
restriction of oJ
0
to V
1
"l~1(Ns e1,g1) is denoted by uJ 1.
We have seen that l induces a trivial strati"ed "bration of XWBeWl~1(Ds d(t0)) on an open
disc Ds d(t0). Therefore, u can be lifted to a strati"ed vector "eld of XWBeWl~1(Ds d(t0)) which lifts to
a continuous section uJ
2
of „I over V
2
"l~1(XWBeWl~1(Ds d(t0))).
For every x3Ne,g!M0N, l is transverse to the strata of X in a neighbourhood of x in X, so we
can "nd an open neighbourhood=
x
of x in XWNe,g with a strati"ed vector "eld ux on ;x which
lifts u in=
x
. Furthermore, whenever=
x
WSeO0, we may ask that ux is tangent to Se . This vector
"eld lifts as a continuous section uJ
x
of „I over l~1(=
x
) .
Now, the sets V
1
, V
2
and
W
x
:"l~1(=
x
)Wl~1(N)
for x3N, are an open covering of l~1(Ne,g). By glueing the local continuous sections uJ 1, uJ 2, uJ x of„I by a partition of unity associated to this covering, we construct a continuous section uJ of „I which
lifts the vector "eld u on Dg and satis"es the "rst two statements in Lemma 2.2. Statement (iii)
follows easily when u is chosen as indicated. K
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To complete the proof of Theorem 1.4 we need the following general theorem.
Theorem 2.3. ‚et f be a holomorphic function de,ned on an open neighbourhood of 0 in XLCN;
assume f (0)"0. „hen there exists e
0
’0 such that for every e, e
0
’e’0, there is ge’0 such that if
v is a strati,ed vector ,eld on XWBeW f ~1(LDg), ge’g’0, which is transverse to both XWSe and
XWf ~1(LDg) and pointing outwards, then there is a strati,ed extension of v as a vector ,eld on
XWBe!f~1(Ds g), which is transverse to XWSe and pointing outwards.
Proof. Let us consider the previous Whitney strati"cation<
1
, 2 , <l of X; all these strata contain
0 in their closure. Let f i
1
"2"f i
ki
"0 be local equations of <
i
in CN at 0, for i"1, 2, l. We still
denote by f a holomorphic function de"ned in a neighbourhood of 0 in CN whose restriction to
X de"nes our original function f. We proceed as in the proof [10] (TheH ore‘ me 2.2). According to [10,
Lemma 2.1.3] (see also [8, Lemma 2.16]), for each i"1, 2 , l, there is ei’0, such that, if at a point
x3 (<
i
!f ~1(0))WBei, we have
grad log f (x)"ci
0
x# k
i
+
1
ci
j
(grad f i
j
(x)),
with ci
0
, 2 , ciki3C, then, ci0O0 and Darg ci0D)n/6. On the other hand, as in loc.cit., the curve
selection lemma shows that we can choose e
i
, such that at any point x3(<M
i
!f ~1(0))WBei,
the vectors x and grad log f (x) do not belong to the complex vector space generated by the
grad f i
j
(x), j"1, 2 , ki. Let e0:"inf1,2l(ei). Let x3XWBe0!f ~1(0). There is i such that
x3 (<M
i
!f ~1(0))WBe0. Now we need:
Lemma 2.4. ‚et <
i
be one of the strata of X and x a point in <
i
!f~1(0)WBe0. „hen there is an open
neighbourhood;
x
of x in <
i
!f~1(0) and a smooth vector ,eld w
x
on ;
x
, such that for every y3;
x
,
one has:
(i) Sw
x
(y), grad f i
j
(y)T"0, for all j"1, 2 , ki ,
(ii) Sw
x
(y), grad log f (y)T is real and positive,
(iii) ReSw
x
(y), yT’0.
Proof. Suppose "rst that at the point x the vector grad log f (x) is not a complex linear combination
of x and the vectors grad f i
j
(x), j"1, 2 , ki. Then there is a neighbourhood;I x of x in CN, such that
for each y3;I
x
, the vectors w in CN satisfying:
Sw, grad f i
j
(y)T"0, for j"1, 2 , ki ,
Sw, grad log f (y)T"1,
Sw, yT"1,
de"ne a non-empty sub-space H
y
of the tangent bundle of CN at y. These vectors determine
a (necessarily trivial) non-empty sub-bundle of „CN over ;I
x
. By continuity one has that at each
point y3(<
i
!f ~1(0))W;I
y
, the vectors y and grad log f (y) do not belong to the complex vector
space generated by the grad f i
j
(y), j"1, 2, ki. Hence the restriction to ;x :";I xW<i of a smooth
section of H de"nes a vector "eld wi
x
as wanted.
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Suppose now that the vector grad log f (x) is a complex linear combination of the vectors x and
grad f i
j
(x), j"1, 2, ki:
grad log f (x)"ci
0
x# k
i
+
1
ci
j
(grad f i
j
(x)).
From the above discussion we know that ci
0
O0 and Darg ci
0
D)p/6. Let w be a vector of CN, such
that
Sw, grad f i
j
(x)T"0, for j"1, 2 , ki
Sw, grad log f (x)T"1.
Then, Sw, xT"1/ci
0
. Since the argument of ci
0
is less than p/6, this implies that ReSw, xT’0.
Therefore, there is an open neighbourhood;I i
x
of x in CN, and a smooth vector "eld wi
x
de"ned on
;I i
x
, such that, for y3;I i
x
:
Swi
x
(y), grad f i
j
(y)T"0, for j"1, 2 , ki ,
Swi
x
(y), grad log f (y)T"1,
and wi
x
(x)"w. By continuity, if ;I i
x
is small enough, we also have
ReSwi
x
(y), yT’0,
ReSwi
x
(y), grad log f (y)T’0,
for each y3;I i
x
.
Now, since we have a Whitney strati"cation, we can locally extend the vector "eld wi
x
as
a strati"ed vector "eld w
x
on X in a neighbourhood;
x
of x in X. By continuity, choosing;
x
small
enough, we also have
ReSw
x
(y), yT’0,
ReSw
x
(y), grad log f (y)T’0,
for y3;
x
, which gives Lemma 2.4. K
Proof of Theorem 2.3. We may now complete the proof of Theorem 2.3. Let v be the vector "eld on
XWBeW f~1(LDg). Since, by the Bertini}Sard Theorem, the function D f D is transverse to the Whitney
strati"cation of X in a neighbourhood of XWBeW f ~1(LDg), we may assume that, for g@’g such
that g@!g is small enough, one can extend v to XWBeW f ~1(Dg{!Ds g), so that it is transverse to
XWSe and to XWf~1(LDgA), for every gA, g@*gA*g. We shall still denote by v this extension.
Consider the open covering of Z :"XWBe!f~1(Ds g) by the open subsets O :"
XWBeW f ~1(Ds g{!Ds g) and Ox :";xWXWBe!f~1(DgA), with a "xed g@@, g@’gA’g and
x3XWBe!f ~1(DgA). On O, we take the smooth vector "eld v initially considered and on the Ox ,
we take the restriction of the vector "eld w
x
given by Lemma 2.4. By considering a continuous
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partition of unity associated to this open covering of Z, we glue the local vector "elds and obtain
a strati"ed vector "eld as required in Theorem 2.3. K
Proof of Theorem 1.4. The proof of Theorem 1.4 is now easy: we choose "rst a vector "eld u on Dg,
transversal to LDg and with a unique singular point at t0, where it is radial. By Lemma 2.2, u lifts to
a section uJ of „I over l~1(Ne,g)"l~1(XWBeWl~1(Dg)) whose zero set is l~1(Xt0) and uJ is
transversal outbound to l~1(XWl~1(LDg)). Moreover, in a neighbourhood of l~1(XWSeWl~1(Dg))
in l~1(Ne,g), the section uJ lifts a strati"ed vector "eld of X tangent to the sphere Se and in
a neighbourhood of l~1(X
t0
WBe) in l~1(Ne,g), the section uJ lifts a strati"ed vector "eld on X.
We add to uJ the section rJ of Lemma 2.1 to obtain a continuous section f of „I on l~1(Ne,g). The
section f satis"es:
(i) it vanishes only on l~1(X
t0
) ;
(ii) it lifts a strati"ed vector "eld on X
t0
WBe ;
(iii) on l~1(XWSe), f lifts a strati"ed vector "eld on XWSeWl~1(Dg) which is transverse to XWSe,
pointing outwards and tangent to the "bres X
t
.
(iv) on l~1(XWBeWl~1(LDg)), f lifts a strati"ed vector "eld which is transverse to XW(l~1(LDg)).
Hence, the section f of „I , restricted to l~1(XWSeWl~1(Dg))Xl~1(XWBeWl~1(LDg)), lifts a vector
"eld f
0
which satis"es the hypothesis of Theorem 2.3 with f"lDX. Therefore, we can extend f
to l~1(XWBe) without adding zeroes and so that the extension is transversal to l~1(XWSe),
pointing outwards. Thus we obtain a continuous section m of „I on l~1(XWBe) as described in
Theorem 1.4. K
3. Calculation of indices
In this section, we shall prove the following formula:
Theorem 3.1. ‚et (X, 0) be a germ of an equidimensional complex analytic space in CN. ‚et <
i
,
i"1, 2 , l, be the (connected) strata of a=hitney strati,cation of a small representative X of (X, 0).
„hen there is an open dense Zariski subset X in the space of complex linear forms on CN, such that for
every l3), there is e
0
, such that for any e, e
0
’e’0 and t
0
O0 su.ciently small, we have the
following formula for the Euler obstruction of (X, 0):
Eu (X, 0)"
l
+
1
s(<
i
WBeWl~1(t0)) EuVi(X),
where s denotes the Euler}Poincare& characteristic and Eu
Vi
(X) is the value of the Euler obstruction of
X at any point of <
i
, i"1, 2 , l.
Observe that the Euler obstruction Eu(X, x) is constant on <
i
for each Whitney stratum <
i
(see
e.g. [2,12]). On the other hand, if dim<
i
*1, for any x3<
i
and any linear form l su$ciently
general, we have
Eu (X, x)"Eu(XWl~1(l(x)), x).
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Finally, with the hypothesis of the theorem, we have that <
i
WBeWl~1(t0) induces a Whitney
strati"cation of the "bre X
t0
WBe"XWBeWl~1(t0) and, for any x3<iWBeWl~1(t0), we have
Eu (X, x)"Eu
Vi
(X)"Eu(X
t0
WBe, x).
By Lemma 1.2, the Euler obstruction of (X, 0) is obtained from any nowhere zero section of
„I de"ned on l~1(XWSe) and transversal to l~1(XWSe), for e small enough. Theorem 1.4 provides
a way to do it. However, to have an actual computation of the Euler obstruction, we need a more
speci"c extension of the chosen nowhere zero section m of „I . This is given by the following theorem:
Theorem 3.2. For e’0 small enough, there is a nowhere zero section m of „I , de,ned on l~1(XWSe),
such that:
(i) it is transversal to l~1(XWSe) and pointing outwards;
(ii) it extends to l~1(XWBe) as a section m whose zeroes are all contained in l~1(Xt0WBe), for some
t
0
O0 su.ciently small;
(iii) the restriction of m to l~1(X
t0
WBe) is the lifting of a strati,ed vector ,eld p0 on Xt0WBe with
isolated zeroes;
(iv) the restriction of m to an open neighbourhood of l~1(X
t0
WBe) is also the lifting of a strati,ed
vector ,eld p on a neighbourhood of X
t0
WBe and the Schwartz index of the zeroes of p0 equals the
Schwartz index of the zeroes of p.
Recall that, if v is a strati"ed vector "eld on a complex analytic space X embedded in CN with an
isolated zero at x, the Schwartz index i (v, x) of v at x is the Poincare&}Hopf index of any local radial
extension of v to CN [21]. If x is a regular point of X, then the Schwartz index is the usual
Poincare&}Hopf index, by de"nition. We shall show that Theorem 3.2, together with an explicit
construction of the strati"ed vector "eld p
0
in (iii) of Theorem 3.2 and the following theorem will
give the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 3.3. (Brasselet and Schwartz [2], TheH ore‘ me de proportionaliteH , p. 126). ‚et v be a strat-
i,ed vector ,eld on an equidimensional complex analytic space X embedded in CN. ‚et x be a zero of
the vector ,eld v and let i (v, x) be the Schwartz index of this zero. ‚et e’0 be small enough. „he
restriction of v to the intersection XWSe(x) lifts as a nowhere zero section vJ of the Nash bundle „I of X.‚et O(v, x) be the obstruction to extend vJ as a nowhere zero section of „I over l~1(XWBe(x)). „hen
O(v, x) is equal to the product of i(v, x) and the Euler obstruction of X at x
O(v, x)"i (v, x) Eu(X, x) .
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Assuming for the moment Theorem 3.2, we have the section m of „I on
l~1(XWBe). The section m lifts the strati"ed vector "eld p0 on Xt0WBe and the strati"ed vector "eld
p on a neighbourhood of X
t0
WBe. Let x1, 2, xk be the zeroes of p0 on Xt0WBe. Choose d small
enough, so that all the balls Bd(xi), i"1, 2, k, are contained in the interior of Be, they are pairwise
disjoint and all the spheres Sd{(xi), i"1, 2, k, for d*d@’0, are transverse to the strati"cation of
X. Then m restricted to l~1((XWBe)!Zk1Bs d (xi)) is a nowhere zero section of „I . Let O(p, xi) be the
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obstruction to extend, over l~1XWBd(xi), the restriction of m to l~1(XWSd(xi)) as a nowhere zero
section of „I . By Lemma 1.2 and Theorem 3.3 we have,
Eu (X, 0)" k+
1
O(p, x
i
)" k+
1
i (p, x
i
) Eu(X, x
i
),
where i(p, x
i
) is the Schwartz index of p at x
i
.
We know that the local Euler obstruction is constant on Whitney strata, since these are assumed
to be connected. We shall "nish the proof of Theorem 3.1 by constructing explicitly a vector "eld
p
0
, such that
+
j,xj3Vi
i (p
0
, x
j
)"s (<
i
WBeWl~1(t0)) .
This is done in Lemma 3.4, which will be also used to prove Theorem 3.2.
Lemma 3.4. On X
t0
WBe, there is a strati,ed vector ,eld p0, such that:
(i) on each <
i
Wl~1(t
0
), p
0
only vanishes at a ,nite number of isolated points and the sum of the
Poincare&}Hopf indices of the restriction of p
0
is s (<
i
WBeW l~1(t0));
(ii) at each of its singular points, p
0
is transversally radial to the stratum which contains this singular
point;
(iii) p
0
is transverse to XWSe and pointing outwards.
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Denote X
t0
WBe by F. The connected components of the intersections<iWF,
i"1, 2 , l, de"ne a Whitney strati"cation of F. This de"nes a "ltration Fn1, 2 , Fnr of F, where
0)n
1
(2(n
r
"d!1 and F
ni
is the union of strata of dimension )n
i
. So one has that F
n1
is
a smooth manifold and F
nr
"F. We construct the vector "eld p
0
by induction on n
i
.
Let v
1
be a smooth vector "eld on F
n1
, which has isolated zeroes and is transverse to
XWSe pointing outwards. By the theorem of Poincare&}Hopf, the total index of v1 in Fn1 is s(Fn1),
the Euler}Poincare& characteristic. As in [21], we can extend this vector "eld in a transversally
radial way. We get a strati"ed vector "eld vN
1
in a closed tube „
1
in F around F
n1
, which is entering
the tube and it has the same singular points as v
1
and the same Schwartz indices. If the tube is small
enough, the extension stays transverse to XWSe pointing outwards. We are now going to extend
vN
1
to (F
n2
!„s
1
)WBe. This space is a smooth manifold with boundary and corners. The restriction
of vN
1
to F
n2
WL„
1
WBe is transverse to the boundary and pointing outwards. We can extend this
vector "eld as a continuous vector "eld [5] to the whole boundary with corners, such that it points
outwards. In particular, this vector "eld is transverse to XWSe pointing outwards. It extends as
a continuous vector "eld in (F
n2
!„s
1
)WBe with isolated singularities. On each connected compon-
ent of (F
n2
!„s
1
)WBe , the sum of the local Poincare&}Hopf indices of this vector "eld equals the
Euler characteristic of the component. This de"nes a continuous vector "eld v
2
on (F
n2
X„
1
)WBe.
As in [21], we can extend v
2
in a transversally radial way, to get an entering strati"ed vector "eld
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vN
2
on a closed neighbourhood „
2
of F
n2
WBe , with the same singular points and the same indices.
Moreover, by chosing „
2
small enough, vN
2
is transverse to XWSe pointing outwards, by continuity.
We now let 1)s(r. Suppose we already have a strati"ed vector "eld v
s
on (F
ns
X„
s~1
)WBe and
an extension vN
s
to a strati"ed vector "eld on a closed neighbourhood „
s
of F
ns
WBe , which is
transversally radial and entering, with the same singular points and the same indices as v
s
(by
convention „
~1
"0). We may assume that vN
s
is transverse to XWSe pointing outwards. We
proceed, as above, to obtain an extension of vN
s
to (F
ns‘1
X„
s
)WBe with isolated singularities,
transverse to XWSe pointing outwards. The sum of the local Poincare& -Hopf indices of this vector
"eld on each connected component of (F
ns‘1
!„s
s
)WBe equals the Euler characteristic of this
component.
Finally, we obtain a strati"ed vector "eld p
0
:"v
r
on F
nr
"F with isolated singular points
contained in each (F
ns
!„s
s~1
)WBe , for s"1, 2 , r. By construction the Schwartz index of p0
at a singular point contained in some (F
ns
!„s
s~1
)WBe equals the Poincare&}Hopf index of vs, which
is also the restriction of p
0
. Now, it is easy to see that this vector "eld veri"es the statement of
Lemma 3.4. K
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 3.1, it remains to prove Theorem 3.2.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. We continue to denote X
t0
WBe by F. In the proof of Theorem 1.4, the
restriction of the section m of „I to l~1(F) is the restriction of the sum of sections rJ and uJ given by
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. However, the restriction of uJ to l~1(F) is zero, so that on l~1(F), the restriction
of m equals the restriction of rJ . This latter restriction is the lifting of a strati"ed vector "eld p
0
on
F which is transverse to XWSe pointing outwards. We can choose the strati"ed vector "eld
constructed in Lemma 3.4 to be p
0
. We know that in a neighbourhood of l~1(F), the sections uJ and
rJ lift strati"ed vector "elds de"ned in a neighbourhood of F. Hence in a neighbourhood of l~1(F),
the section m lifts a strati"ed vector "eld p de"ned in a neighbourhood of F. By construction, the
restriction of p to F equals p
0
and p is transversally radial to F. The singularities of p lie in F. By the
Theorem 3.3.1 of [21], the Schwartz indices of p equal the Schwartz indices of p
0
. This proves
Theorem 3.2. K
4. Examples
To illustrate our results, we are brie#y going to investigate the cases when X has an isolated
singularity or a singular set of dimension 1.
In the case of an isolated singularity, Theorem 3.1 gives:
Corollary 4.1. ‚et X be an equidimensional complex analytic subspace of CN with an isolated
singularity at 0. „he Euler obstruction of X at 0 equals the GS<-index of the radial vector ,eld of
a general hyperplane section XWH.
The corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1 and the de"nition of the GSV index.
We recall this de"nition.
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Let 0 be an isolated singularity in a complex analytic space >. We say that this singularity is
smoothable if there exists a complex analytic space X and a #at analytic map,
u :XPC
such that u~1(0) is > and u~1(t) is non-singular for all t near 0. Assume for simplicity that X is
embedded in an open subset; of CN. We know by [11, Theorem 1.1] that there exists e
0
’0, such
that for every e, e
0
’e’0, there is ge’0, such that for every g, ge’g’0, the restriction
u :u~1(Sg)WBePSg
is a "bre bundle over Sg. Therefore the Euler}Poincare& characteristic of each "bre
F
t
"u~1(t)WBe, t3Sg ,
is independent of t.
Let us now denote by v a continuous vector "eld on> with an isolated singularity at 0. Since, by
Ehresmann "bration Lemma, the intersection of> with the boundary sphere Se of Be is isotopic to
the intersection of u~1(t) with this sphere, it follows that we can think of v as being a vector "eld
around the boundary LF
t
of F
t
. By elementary obstruction theory [25], we know that we can extend
v to the interior of F
t
with a "nite number of singularities, each of which has its local Poincare&}Hopf
index; the sum of all these local indices is the total Poincare&}Hopf index of v in F
t
, that we denote
by
PH(v, F
t
).
One has:
Lemma 4.2. „he number PH (v, F
t
) is independent of the choice of t and of the extension of v to the
interior of this ,bre. In particular, if v is everywhere transversal to the local link of 0 in>, then one has:
PH(v, F
t
)"s (F
t
).
Proof. If v is everywhere transversal to the local link of 0 in>, which is isotopic to the boundary of
the "bres F
t
, then Lemma 4.2 is an immediate consequence of the theorem of Poincare&}Hopf for
manifolds with boundary (see [18, p. 37]). The proof in general follows from this theorem together
with the well-known fact (see for instance [25 or 23, Lemma 2.3]) that given compact (oriented,
connected) manifolds M and M@ with the same boundary LM"LM@, and a non-singular vector
"eld v on a neighbourhood of the boundary, one has
PH(v, M)!s(M)"PH(v, M@)!s(M@). K
We de"ne the GSV-index of v in > relative to the smoothing given by u by
GS<(v; >; u)"PH(v, F
t
)
and this is well de"ned by Lemma 4.2. For v"r, a radial vector "eld on >, one has
GS<(r; >; u)"s (F
t
).
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It is worth noting that this index does depend on the choice of the analytic map u chosen as
a smoothing of X. However, as a consequence of Corollary 4.1 one has that this number is
independent of the smoothing when this is given by a linear form. We also notice that if (>, 0) is
a complete intersection germ, then the smoothing is essentially unique, because the base space of
the universal deformation is connected, and one has
GS<(r; >; u)"1#(!1)d~1k ,
where d!1 is the dimension of > and k is its Milnor number at 0, because the "bre F
t
has the
homotopy type of a bouquet of k spheres of real dimension d!1, by [8, 19]:
Proof of Corollary 4.1. Let X be as in 4.1, so it has an isolated singularity at 0. Let l be a general
linear form, r a radial strati"ed vector "eld on > :"XWl~1(0) and, as above, F
t
the local Milnor
"bre of the restriction of l to X at 0. Since, by the de"nition of the GSV-index, we have:
GS<(r; >; u)"s (F
t
), this is equal to the Euler obstruction of X at 0, by Theorem 3.1. K
In the case of a complete intersection with isolated singularity, we obviously have the formula of
[6, 9, 20], see also [12, (6.2.1)]:
Corollary 4.3. ‚et X be a complex analytic complete intersection in CN with an isolated singularity at
0. „he Euler obstruction of X at 0 equals 1#(!1)d~1k(d~1), where k(d~1) is the Milnor number at 0
of a general hyperplane section of X.
Now, let (X, 0) be an equidimensional complex analytic singularity germ of dimension d in
an open set ;LCN, such that the singular set X
4*/’
of X is 1-dimensional. In this situation
Theorem 3.1 gives
Corollary 4.4. ‚et X be an equidimensional complex analytic space of dimension d in CN, whose
singular set X
4*/’
is 1-dimensional at 0. ‚et l be a general linear form and denote by F
t
, the local Milnor
,bre at 0 of the restriction of l to X. „he singularities of F
t
are the points F
t
WX
4*/’
": Mx
1
, 2 , xmN.„hen,
Eu (X, 0)"s (F
t
)!m#m+
1
Eu(X, x
i
).
This is a consequence of Theorem 3.1, of the remark
s (F
t
)!m"s (F
t
!X
4*/’
)
and of the fact that the local Euler obstruction at a non-singular point is equal to 1. Observe that,
since each x
i
is an isolated singular point of F
t
, we can apply Corollary 4.1 to compute the
right-hand side of Corollary 4.4, because
Eu (X, x
i
)"Eu(F
t
, x
i
) .
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We may also apply Corollary 4.3 when the singularities of F
t
are complete intersections.
Note 4.5. Let X be an equidimensional analytic space of dimension d. Then formula (5.1.6) of Le(
and Teissier gives,
Eu (X, 0)"Eu(XWH, 0)#(!1)d~1m
1
,
where m
1
is the multiplicity of the polar curve. Moreover, when the singular set of X has dimension
1, so that XWH has an isolated singularity, one can use Corollary 4.3 above and one has
Eu (XWH, 0)"s(F(2))
where F(2) is the Milnor "bre of a general projection on the complex plane C2. However, in this case
formula (4.1.1) of [13] gives
(!1)d~1m
1
"s (F
t
)!s(F(2))#+
j
(s
j
!1),
where s
j
is the Euler characteristic of the Milnor "bre at the point x
j
of the intersection of F
t
with
the singular set of X, for the general projection onto the plane C2. Then Corollary 4.4 follows from:
s
j
"Eu(X, x
j
).
This shows that, using a complex induction, one may hope to obtain our result from the one of Le(
and Teissier.
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